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Brand Name

“Hi!  We’re: Modern Alkeme”





We Make: Japanese Supertonics
   

Product category or classification.  Helps audience quickly understand the category you compete in (or created).

Product Type 



Japanese Supertonics are:
    Function-forward beverages
    Crafted from ancient Japanese remedies
    Made with plant-based superfoods 

One-line description that deepens understanding about what the product is and it’s most defining and differentiating attributes.

Competitive Description



We’ve created a line of Daily Detoxes:
Inspired by an Ancient Japanese herbal tea 
blend featuring 10 efficacious detoxifiers, 
including Wakame, Dandelion, Ghost Pepper 
and Reishi.  

From familiar flavors like Ginger Berry and 
Watermelon Mint to cutting edge SKUs like 
Lemon Umami, Spicy Matcha and Miso Veggie, 
we’re making detoxing delicious and easy.

List each SKU, provide a brief overview of key ingredients, flavor experience, benefits.

Product line/SKU detail



Our products are always:
  Organic
  Non-GMO
  Low-sugar, 9g or less

List of the product standards that apply to everything you make. 

Product Standards & Benefits



Our products are perfect for:
Health mavens

Who want to: 
Keep their body clean and clear of toxins everyday, 
without the rigors of traditional cleanses.  

Defines your ideal customer and their motives that align with your offering.

Our Shopper



Our vision at Modern Alkeme is:
To become the most trusted brand for functional 
beverages across consumer need states by introducing 
the most efficacious, bleeding-edge superfood 
ingredients to the beverage category.

  

The role you’ll occupy in the category, the conventions you’ll break and the permissions you’re creating for growth opportunities.

Our Product Vision



We’re Modern Alkeme, we make Japanese Supertonics.

Japanese Supertonics are function-forward beverages, 
crafted from ancient Japanese remedies, made with  
plant-based superfoods.

         
         We’ve created a line of Daily Detoxes inspired by an Ancient  
         Japanese herbal tea blend featuring 10 efficacious
         detoxifiers, including Wakame, Dandelion, Ghost Pepper 
         and Reishi.  

          From familiar flavors like Ginger Berry and Watermelon Mint
          to cutting edge SKUs like Lemon Umami, Spicy Matcha and
          Miso Veggie, we’re making detoxing delicious and easy.

Our products are always Organic, Non-GMO and low 
sugar and they retail for $3.99 per 8oz bottle.

Our Detox line is perfect for health mavens who want 
to keep their body clear of toxins everyday without the 
hassles of traditional cleanses.

Our vision at Modern Alkeme is to become the most 
trusted source for functional beverages across 
consumer need states by introducing the most 
efficacious, bleeding-edge ingredients to the 
beverage category.

Here, try one of our products.

In Real Time



Go get ‘em!


